PUBLIC HUMANITIES WORKSHOP:

Oct. 27, 2014
10:30 a.m.

SSM 112
UC Merced

“Interactive Scholarly Works in the Humanities: Pragmatic Plan to Publication”

Elijah Meeks and Karl Grossner will present examples of work with digital systems and interactive web publications of scholarly works in the Digital Humanities. They will discuss how to identify digital methods pertinent to particular research questions and projects and collaboratively design and build web-based applications to present results, expose models, support scholarly arguments, and serve as teaching tools. Ample time will be reserved for open discussion of their work and digital humanities practice more generally.

KARL GROSSNER
Digital Humanities Research Developer, Stanford

ELIJAH MEEKS
Digital Humanities Specialist, Stanford

If you would like to schedule an individual consultation with Elijah and Karl to discuss launching a digital humanities project, please contact humanities@ucmerced.edu by Oct. 22.